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ABSTRACT  

 
 Now a day’s almost each and every functional area uses the domain called as data mining 

in order to process their valuable tasks.Data mining is that the strategy of extracting valuable 
information from associate degree on over-sized data. As the internet/ World Wide Web has 
gained further and extra attention of users with its flush interfaces and surplus amount of 
information on the market on web. Due to the vast information that is been available from web, it 
has gained a lot of user’s interest in extracting much useful information from the web. Since it 
has a lot of user attention in providing the required information to the web users it is still 
restricted with variety of the resources extraction like frail labeled facial photos. In this paper we 
mainly investigate the idea of identifying frail /weakly images and annotate them with the 
relevant search image if it is matched. We have proposed a new framework called as Unique 
Search-Based Face Annotation by mining frail labeled facial photos that were freely obtainable 
on the online. As an extension for this proposed paper we have also implemented a concept like 
image search which is replaced in the position of keyword based search. In this image search 
method, we initially take an image as a input and we get the retrieved output in the form of an 
image which is most nearest to the input what we have choosen.When we match several images 
among this application a group of images which are very similar are treated as a set and all of 
them will be formed as a annotated group. Also as an extension we have also implemented a 
concept like graph representation, in order to show the performance of various users who have 
searched a completely different set of information. 
Key Words: Data Mining, Face Annotation, Frail Images, Frail Labeled Images. 

 

 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s there was a lot of usage of Online Social Network sites, where a plenty of 

users try and post many pictures on their own public walls. In present situation each and every 

user uses a digital camera for taking the images heap of web content contains photos shared 

from one user account to alternative [1]. In recent years we've got witnessed associate degree 
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explosion of the quantity of digital pictures captured and keep by users. An oversized portion 

of photos/images shared by internet users over web are of human facial pictures. Solely little 

or no range of facial pictures is labeled with their names, however most range of pictures isn’t 

labeled properly. This is often the most reason why we've got developed this application 

within which our main saying is to spot the automated faces furthermore as annotate every 

and each new image with names mechanically. By victimization this new automatic face 

annotation technique, we will get lots of benefits if we tend to use this in real time 

atmosphere. Usually if identical mechanism is applied with success in universe application 

like Facebook or Twitter or the other, on-line photo-sharing sites, we will mechanically 

annotate users’ uploaded pictures to facilitate on-line icon search and management [2], [3]. 

Additionally if we tend to apply identical technique for news channels we are able to sight 

necessary persons appeared within the videos regularly to facilitate news video retrieval and 

summarization tasks. 

 

 
Figure 1.  Represents the Increase of Usage of Internet by Web/OSN Users 

 

As there was lots of the many classical strategies in literature to form the photographs 

outlined with name whereas uploading however still there was many issues that occur 

whereas victimisation the primitive mechanisms. Within the existing system, we tend to try 

and use the model primarily based face annotation technique to label pictures with name 

annotation and check out to spot the facial pictures accurately even to match the image with 

input pictures. There are limitations in 2 aspects: 1st aspect of victimisation model primarily 

based face annotation is its terribly tough and long method to gather an oversized quantity of 

facial pictures into coaching set. Second facet of victimisation the model primarily based face 

annotation model is, it's sometimes terribly tough to generalize the present models whenever a 

new coaching information or new persons are value-added, within which associate degree 
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intensive training method is typically needed. Final limitation is it's terribly poor for locating 

annotations if the photographs are terribly a lot of. 

 

The process of tagging different set of facial images into a set is known as face 

annotation. There were a lot of techniques or mechanisms that was used in order for face 

annotation but they were failed in achieving the process of automatic face annotation [4] -[7]. 

So in this paper we have implemented a new face annotation mechanism in which the human 

facial images are automatically annotated without any human intervention. As this technique 

was recently launched, if it has been accepted by successfully launched and accepted by all 

users for images, in future we can apply the same method for videos, such as annotation of 

facial images from news video is done and then it showed on TV so that a lot of users can 

recognize different person in TV which was clearly shown in figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Represents the Various Facial Images with both Frail Labeled and  

Strongly Labeled Images 

 

II. BACKGROUND   KNOWLEDGE 
 

In this section we will find the background work that was analyzed and studied in order 

to implement this current paper. This section will describe the work that is related to image 

annotation and also matching the images with weakly labeled photos on web. There was a lot of 

research works that was carried out in earlier regarding the annotation of faces. 

 

Firstly there was a lot of research work done on face recognition which mainly deals with 

problem of computer vision as well as pattern recognition. In this stage the users mainly 

concentrated on both these problems like computer vision and pattern recognition. 
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Secondly all the research work is mainly concentrated on how image annotations should 

be done for generic images. In this stage only the users mainly concentrated on how the 

correlation should be done between annotated images and keywords [7] – [9]. 

 

In this third stage almost all the research work is done in identifying or gathering all face 

annotations based on family, group of personal images. They have carried out a lot of research in 

identifying the categories with label as personal and family. 

 

In the last stage almost all the users studies is mainly based on face annotation in mining 

weakly labeled facial photos which are spread over internet. In this stage for giving input, some 

used to take human name as the input query, and with this they used to refine the text-based 

search results by exploiting visual consistency of facial images. All the above four stages are 

clearly represent the literature about the annotating of images over web. 

 

 

III. UNIQUE SEARCH BASED FACE ANNOTATION (USBFA) 

ALGORITHM 

 

In this section, we mainly describe the proposed unique search based face annotation 

algorithm in order to annotate the face images automatically based on the facial expressions and 

also to match the images which has very weak appearances. 

 

Preliminaries 

 
The proposed algorithm has six major preliminary steps in order to perform the automatic 

face annotation. Now let’s look at each step or preliminary in detail. 

 

A. Initial Step is to collect all Facial Image into the Database. 

B. Second step is the method of facial feature extraction and also face detection. 

C. Third step is to give indexing for the extracted facial features. 

D. Fourth step is to refine the Frail images from a set of strongly labeled images. 

E. Fifth step is to annotate the face with similar features and retrieve the similar faces which 

are matched with input face.  and 

F. Lastly display the majority of users having similar faces as one set and refining the frail 

set of images into a separate set. 

 

From the above six preliminaries steps, we will conduct the total preliminary steps in two 

ways. First 4 preliminary steps are conducted or performed before the faces are annotated and 

next two preliminary steps are performed after face annotation. Now let us discuss about each 

step in detail. 

 

The first preliminary used in proposed USBF Algorithm is the ability to collect all the facial 

images into the facial data base as shown in Figure. 3a, in which a lot of images are collected 

from the WWW by using a famous search engine like Google. As we have collected a lot of 

images as training images we will collect some of the images by image name and some with 

human names. Once all the images are collected into the image DB it should be first identified in 
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order to apply names for each and every image before it is stored in the data base. As all the 

images we have gathered from web, these facial images are often noisy which means that there 

was a lot of blurriness’ appear on the images. So those images which are having such a lot of 

noisy nature are termed as weakly labeled facial image data. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Represents the Architecture Flow of Mining Frail Labeled Images by using a Unique 

Search Based Face Annotation Algorithm 

 
The second preliminary used in proposed USBF Algorithm is the ability to preprocess web 

facial images. By doing pre-processing the user need to extract face-related information, 

including face detection and alignment of faces, facial feature extraction and identification of 

facial region also. For all these type of extraction we have adopted several techniques which are 

almost un-supervised. For example for face detection and alignment we have adopted GIST 

texture extraction which is already implemented in past. If we apply this new technique all the 

images are represented in the form of n-dimensional vector sub space model, in which all the 

pixel values of extracted images are stored in the form of vectors. 

 

The third preliminary used in proposed USBF Algorithm is to give indexing for the already 

extracted features of images. This is mainly achieved by applying some effective Multi and high 

dimensional indexing technique in order to facilitate the task of similar face retrieval in the 

subsequent step. For this third stage we have applied LSH technique, in which all the values 

which are extracted are stored in hash tables with local indexing structure. 

 

The fourth preliminary used in proposed USBF Algorithm is to engage a un annotated 

weakly labeled facial image with a new learning scheme in order to make that as important stage 

in which we need to refine those types of weakly labeled images separately into a list, so that all 

these list comes under weakly labeled images list. Till now all the above preliminary steps are 

the processes before annotating a query facial image. Next, we describe the process of face 

annotation during the test phase.  
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In particular, at the fifth preliminary used in proposed USBF Algorithm, the user will be 

given a query facial image for annotation, we first conduct a similar face retrieval process to 

search for a subset of most similar faces from the already indexed facial images from Image 

DB.If the list contains a set of matched images are extracted then at last stage as a final 

preliminary step we will annotate each and every image which is not having facial annotation. 

 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION MODULES 
 

After a deep analysis of the system requirements the project has been developed by 

getting divided into the following modules. Implementation is the stage of the project when the 

theoretical design is turned out into a working system. Thus it can be considered to be the most 

critical stage in achieving a successful new system and in giving the user, confidence that the 

new system will work and be effective. The implementation stage involves careful planning, 

investigation of the existing system and it’s constraints on implementation, designing of methods 

to achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover methods. 

 

A. Content-Based Image Search  

B. Face Annotation 

C. Face Annotation Performance On Database 

 

A) Content-Based Image Search:    
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), also known as query by image 

content (QBIC) and content-based visual information retrieval (CBVIR) is the application 

of computer vision techniques to the image retrieval problem, that is, the problem of 

searching for digital images in large databases.   

 

      B) Face Annotation 

The classical image annotation approaches usually apply some existing object 

recognition techniques to train classification models from human-labeled training images 

or attempt to infer the correlation/probabilities between images and annotated keywords. 

 

      C) Face Annotation Performance on Database 
     This experiment aims to verify the annotation performance of the proposed SBFA 

framework over a larger retrieval database: “DB1000.” As the test database is unchanged, the 

extra facial images in the retrieval database are definitely harmful to the nearest facial retrieval 

result for each query image. A similar result could also been observed in  where the mean 

average precision became smaller for a larger images. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have finally implemented a new framework called as Unique Search 

Based Face Annotation Algorithm (USBFA), where this is often targeted on all sorts of image 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_vision
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_retrieval
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_image
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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qualities. To more improve the quantifiability, cluster rule is additionally enforced, that with 

success accelerated the improvement task while not introducing any performance degradation. 

By conducting various experiments on our proposed framework by taking a set of sample images 

and annotating them with the most relevant images, and also we have implemented a graph 

representation method to show the performance of users who have searched the images based on 

their facial features and expressions. 
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